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SELF CONTAINED EMERGENCY LUMINARY
SERIE ALTAIR AUTOTEST
Characteristics:
- Supply 230 V 50/60Hz.
- Maintained, Class I luminary, IP Grade IP40.
- Automatic & Manual Self test (Manual test by Telemando TM).
- Stand by and restart via Telemando TM.
- Green & Red LED indicated the Stage of the luminary & the results of the SELFTEST.
- Illumination via High luminosity white led, stabilized current of Led (constant current control).
- Visibility 24 mts. (As per NORM UNE-EN 1838).
- Autonomy superior 1 hour and 3 hours (dependding on model).
- Battery Ni-Cd 6V – 0,8Ah (1 hour) and Ni-Mh 6V-1.2Ah (3 hours).
- Connection via ∅6 mm cable and 3 inputs for ∅16 or ∅20 mm PVC pipe
- Overload & end of battery discharge protection.
- Pmma Diffuser of 7 mm width.
- Transparent and silver front cover frame.
- Surface mounting.
- Pictograms & mounting accessories included.
- Transparent and silver cover frame.

Norms Applied:
- CE marked as per 2006/95/CE y 2004/108/CE UNE-EN 60598-2-22
- UNE-EN 60598-1
- UNE-EN 1838

SELFTEST Function:
The Emergency Luminary has a programmed micro controller to execute automatically or manually a series of verification TESTS, to verify
the working of the Luminary.
Basically these TESTS do the verification of the two of the most important elements of the Luminary:
1. Emergency Lamp (frontal diffuser): Runs an Automatic TEST WEEKLY during 15 seconds.
2. Battery (Autonomy): Runs an Automatic TEST of 1 hour duration, every 26 weeks.
*uses an internal clock for the timings and it is not as perfect as a profession calendar clock.

Test results:
Luminary OK: Green led ON.
Lamp failure: Red led blinking.
Battery failure (autonomy): Red led ON.
Different stages indications:
Power ON and working OK: Green led ON.
Power ON and battery charging during 1st 24 hours or after long power failure: Green led blinking.
Power failure or voltage below 170 V: Leds OFF.
Electronic driver failure: Green and Red leds blinking.
Power ON and battery disconnected (fault): Red led ON.
During lamp test: Green led blinking (1 short blink).
During battery test: Green led blinking (2 short blink).
On pressing manual TEST button (Telemando TM): Green and Red leds iluminate alternatively.

SELF TEST programming:
Once the Luminary is connected to the Power for the 1st time, the dates for AUTOMATIC TESTS are set. It runs a Verification TEST of LED
LAMP weekly and a verification TEST of the BATTERY every 26 weeks.
In a situation, when there is a POWER failure coinciding with the execution of the Programmed BATTERY TEST, the TEST is postponed
and is executed when NEXT LAMP TEST is programmed. If during a TEST there is a power failure, the TEST will continue till the end. The
battery TEST can be cancelled by pressing the Test button or TELEMANDO TM (optional) for more than 6 seconds.
The TEST results are indicated by Green & Red leds (see fig. 4A) and are memorized until the RESET is performed or in case of lamp or
electronic fault a manual TEST is performed.

RESET:
On doing the RESET all the Timings and Alarms are RESTARTED. To perform the RESET, disconnect the battery connector, wait approx.
10 seconds, connect the battery. On performing RESET all the memorized FAULTS are deleted only if the indicated fault is solved, if the
cause of the fault is battery, then the next battery test will be programmed within 1 week to check the correct autonomy of the battery.

MANUAL TESTS:
The lamp and battery TESTS can be done manually by pressing TEST Button via TELEMANDO TM (pressing ON).
LED LAMP TEST: To execute the LAMP TEST manually, press the manual TEST button during 3 to 6 seconds.
BATTERY TEST: it is not possible to execute the battery TEST during the 1st 24 hours of charging,
To execute the BATTERY TEST manually, press the manual TEST button for more than 6 seconds. It is possible to cancel the battery test
by pressing again the TEST button for 6 secs. On executing the manual test all the times are RESET (LAMP test every week & battery test
every 26 weeks from the date of execution of manual test). The result of the test will be indicated by Green & Red leds. During the 1st 24
hours or after prolonged power failure it only allows o do the tube TEST and not the battery test.

Installation:
- Install the luminary following the mounting instructions on the next page and electrical connection diagram.
- Switch On the Power and verify that the Pictograms and the green led indicating the battering charging are illuminated.
- The Luminary will not respond to its complete autonomy until 24 hours, as the batteries are supplied Discharged.
- If during working, the frontal diffuser is disconnected, the luminary will be blocked, to reset, disconnect the power and the battery
connector, wait approx. 10 seconds and then connect the battery and Power.

Maintenance:
- The Batteries should be changed once their duration gets inferior to the assigned.
- The Batteries and the electronic components should be re-cycled or eliminated in an adequate way.
- Before doing any maintenance operation, please make sure that the Main supply is switched off and the luminary is in STAND BY Position.

Connection Diagram:

A: Connection without Telemando TM.

B: Connection with Telemando TM.

Dimensions:

Mounting Instructions:
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- Remove the front frame unscrewing the four nickel-plated nuts (fig. 1).
- Unscrew the two screws (fig 2) and disconnect the Pmma diffuser from PCB connectors.
- Install the back box on the surface using 2 screws (fig. 3) and make the cable connection diagram. Connect de diffuser to the PCB
followed by the battery to its connector with adequate polarity (+red, on left), and at last screw the Pmmav diffuser to the back box
carefully so that the cable passes through the hole and is not pressed by the box (fig. 4).
- Place the Pictogram on the diffuser (fig.5) coinciding the four pictogram holes with the four Pmma diffuser holes, and screw the frontal
frame with the nickel-plated nuts (fig. 6).

